Case Report
Total elbow joint replacement for the treatment of distal humerus fracture of type c in eight elderly patients
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Abstract: Objective: To analyze the outcomes of total elbow arthroplasty in the treatment of elderly type C distal humeral fractures and discuss the clinic efficacy. Methods: 8 cases of elderly type C distal humeral fractures, Male was in one case, female in seven cases, and the average age was 66.5 years (60-81). All cases were closed fractures because of falling and none had associated injuries. According to AO classification, type C1 were in one cases, C2 in four cases and C3 in three cases. The average time from injury to operation was 5.5 days (3-9), and the type of prosthesis which all cases replaced was Coonrad-Marrey. The postoperative follow-up was obtained regularly which the contents included Mayo elbow score, pain evaluation, the motion range and the stability of the elbow, muscle strength, examination of related complications such as heterotopic ossification, prosthesis loosening and nerve damage. Results: The incision infection was in one case, ulnar nerve symptom in two cases, weakness of musculus triceps brachii in one case and mild pain of elbow in two cases. The average motion rage of elbow was 103.5±3.2 degree (78-118) in flexion-extension and 126.4±4.1 degree (94-148) in rotation. All elbow joints were stable postoperatively, no prosthesis loosening and apparent wear was found. The heterotopic ossification was found in 1 case. The average Mayo elbow score was 85.2±3.4 (75-95), four cases of excellent and four cases of good. Conclusion: The total elbow arthroplasty was recommended in clinic to treat elderly type C distal humeral fractures because the clinic outcomes are satisfied.
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Introduction
Distal humerus fracture, approximately accounting for 2% of total fractures [1, 2], is commonly seen in elderly females [3, 4]. For total intra-articular fracture, i.e. intercondylar fracture (Type C of AO), the anatomical structure of joint must be recovered through operation, and early functional exercise shall be performed. Elderly patients, however, due to their osteoporosis and poor bone quality, usually go through severe fracture; for traditional internal fixation, anatomical reduction is difficult to proceed and the braking time is too long, which influence the functional recovery after operation, and lead to invalidation of fixation and nonunion and other severe complications with higher possibilities. The occurrence reported by literatures varies from 5% to 25% [5]. Hence, some scholars recommend one-staged elbow joint replacement [6-11] for distal humerus fracture of type C (total intra-articular fracture, AO type) in elderly patients, which achieves a satisfactory effect [12, 13]. However, the sample size of reported cases is relatively small, and the follow-up time is comparatively short, the long-term therapeutic effect remains to be assessed further.

In this paper, elderly patients with distal humerus fracture of type C who had gone through elbow joint replacement in recent years were studied, and postoperative pain, function and complication were analyzed. A comprehensively judgment of the curative effect of this method, will offer reference to clinical practice.

Materials and methods
General information

From March 2007 to March 2011, elbow joint replacement were performed in eight elderly
patients with distal humerus fracture of type C who aged from 60 to 81 years old with a mean of 66.5, including one male and seven females, in our hospital. These patients had no past history of disease in elbow. Of these patients, three suffered from left fracture and five from right ones. All fractures were closed fracture, which were caused by falling without combined injuries and of which one was C1 type, four were C2 and three were C3. Bone mineral density examination were performed before operation and the result showed that five patients had osteoporosis and the other three got close to the lower limit of the normal range. Of the patients, one was experiencing diabetes, two coronary heart disease, four hypertension and one cerebral embolism (affected limbs at non-fracture side). The operation was not carried out until pre-operative assessment and medical symptoms were adjusted to the satisfactory conditions. All joint prostheses were semi-restricted Coonrad-Morrey ones (Zimmer, America).

Operation

When brachial plexus block or general anesthesia was satisfying, make the patient be at supine position; inflate air and pressurize after blood was driven by tourniquet. The interior posterior median approach olecranon appeared and protected the ulnar nerve. Bryan-Morrey triceps can be used to pull out the approach; release triceps attachment points from the back of olecranon; peel the anconeus and open the exposed fracture outside and the proximal ulna. If the bilateral condylus humeri were damaged, the medial epicondylo can be exposed first and protect the ulnar nerve; peel the soft tissue from fracture fragments. Pull out the subcutaneous tissue towards side. Make the lateral epicondyle exposed, peel the soft tissue and remove all fractured fragment. Expose the humerus at outside of triceps; treat humerus medullary cavity; afterwards, insert prosthesis at humerus side or tested model, making its convex wing at forehead place at the top of coronoid fossa and the rear plane consistent with that of malleolus medialis and lateral condyle of humerus. If fracture has already extended to the proximal side of coronoid fossa, give an axial load to the forearm at elbow flexion position after inserting the tested model, so as to estimate the depth that the humerus prosthesis has inserted. Perform osteotomy for distal humerus with osteotomy template; one may peel and pull out partial triceps from interior olecranon, rotate forearm, and expose olecranon tip and coronoid process fundus. Remove the olecranon tip; conduct high-speed drill and file humerus medullary cavity from coronoid process fundus and use pointed drill to open it; bone file gradually extend humerus medullary cavity. Pay special attention to ensure that medullary space file perpendicular to distal plane of ulna to ensure that alignment of prosthesis inside the medullary space is normal. Place the tested model of prosthesis; try restoration and examine the activity of elbow joint. The standard to judge whether the depth of prosthesis is appropriate is that the center of the prosthesis should be at the center of olecranon meniscus incisura. Adjust the axial rotation of prosthesis, to make its curvature movement axis perpendicular to the plane at the back of olecranon. Bone cement is to be injected first into humerus medullary cavity and then into ulna medullary cavity. Insert the prosthesis at the side of ulna, and then trim the taken broken bone blocks into appropriate shape and then transplant them to forehead of distal humerus, and afterwards, insert prosthesis at the side of humerus and knock on it, to make the bone block tightly close to the wing of prosthesis. Insert connection set for fixation; the intra-operative test and imaging examination are to used for confirmation of firmness of joint; after being fixed firmly, wash it; distal ulna drills hole to musculus triceps brachii and suture the musculus flexor and common extensor tendon with the triceps (Figure 1). Suture the incision layer by layer, and place drainage tube; sterility accessories are used for pressure dressing; conduct external fixation for elbow joint, making it place at mild flexed position.

Raise the bolster for elbow on day when the operation is performed. Perform unloaded active and passive elbow activity after two to three days of the operation. Conduct functional exercise under the principle of controlled pain and extend the ROM (Range of motion) as much as possible. However, the ill limb can only lift object less than 5 kg for once, and object less than 1 kg for repeated motion [14]. The external fixation can be protectively used for two to three months. Four patients performed systematic training treatment under the guidance of rehabilitation physician and four patients per-
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**Figure 1.** Schematic Diagram for Operation Procedure. (A) Use Bryan-Money approach (triceps-reflecting approach); through releasing the Sharpey fiber on olecranon, pull out the musculus triceps brachii from inside to outside; remain the continuity of muscle and the expanded part of its facies lateralis anconeus. Rotate the ulna to expose and use ulnar bone cavity (C). (B, C) For patients with bicondylar comminuted fracture, the approach and the attachment points of triceps can be reserved by using musculus triceps brachii: make the ulnar nerve exposed and move it forwards; excise the broken bone blocks (B) from inside first; then make the lateral epicondyle exposed and peel the whole soft tissues and remove the whole fractured pieces. Rotate the ulna so that ulna medullary cavity (C) can be exposed. (D) Make preparations of synostosis for Coonrad-Morrey typed semi-restricted prosthesis. Install osteotomy template through medullary space alignment positioning system; incise the trochlea humeri of appropriate size. (E) One should notice that the appropriate depth for insertion of prosthesis at ulna side should be that the center of the prosthesis at ulna side be consistent with that of olecranon meniscus incisura. (F) Implantation of Coonrad-Morrey prosthesis. Perform bone grafting at the back of anterior convex wing, and the prosthesis at the side of humerus should be close to the distal end enough so that it can be connected with the prosthesis at the side of ulna. Connect the joint prosthesis by adopting needle-by-needle locking system. After connecting the prosthesis at the side of humerus with the prosthesis at the side of ulna, throw the prosthesis at the side of humerus into the medullary space until its anterior convex wing repains to the top of coronoid process. (G-I) Anastomose and repair of muscle tendon of triceps: use a bone drill to drill crisscrossing and transverse bony tunnelat the distal ulna; use a No. 5 non-absorbable suture to go across the bone tunnel and muscle tendon (G); the suture crossed the muscle tendon and then return to the another bone tunnel (H); j is used for the second transverse suture: strengthen repair (I).
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formed functional exercise by themselves, instead of the rehabilitation due to economic factors.

Follow-up

Regular follow-up visit were performed after one, two, three and six months of the operation, as well as the intervals of six months afterwards, which included: evaluation on pain and the severity of elbow joint, examination on activity, stability of joint and elbow myodynamia, shoot of X-ray film to see the existence of heterotopic ossification, fracture, loosening and wearing of periprosthetic fracture and the conditions of knitting of anterior prosthesis, record on other complications, like wound infection, nonunion, nerve injury, etc., as well as Mayo Elbow Performance Score (MEPS) performed on patients at last follow-up visit, including pain (45), activity (20), stability (10) and function (25) of joint (the full mark is 100, wherein, the scores which are greater than 90 refer to “excellent”, 75~89 refers to “good”, 60~74 is within acceptable limit and scores which are less than 60 refer to “poor”.

Statistical analysis

The statistical software, SPSS 15.0 was employed for the management and analysis of the data.
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Results

The average of time from being injured to operation was 5.5 days (3-9 days), and the average of operation time was 85 min. All patients were continuously followed up. Of these patients, one experienced wound infection after operation, for whom, the infection disappeared and the wound was cured after debridement & washing and the treatment of sensitive antibiotics. Two experienced ulnar nerve symptoms, both of whom got better after symptomatic treatment, and felt only sense abnormality 12 months after operation and one of whom totally recovered at the last follow-up. One had triceps brachii muscle level IV. Two had mild pain in elbow, which only happened at active movement but not at rest. The average of elbow flexion and extension range was 103.5±3.2 degrees (78-118), the average of flexion limitation was 28.5 degrees and that of extension limitation was 15.7 degrees. The average rotating range of forearm was 126.4±4.1 degrees (94-148). During follow-up, all elbow joints were stable; no prosthesis loosening, abrasion, or periprosthetic fracture was observed; and anterior grafted bone totally recovered (Figure 2). One patient was found with heterotopic ossification 6 months after operation, which did not progress after oral administration of indomethacin, and then hardly influence the activity of elbow. At the last follow-up, the average of MEPS score was 85.2±3.4 (75-95). Four patients showed excellent and four good.

Discussion

The distal humerus fracture can be treated with open reduction and internal fixation for most young patients [15-17]. In elderly patients, however, internal fixation usually fails to reach to the expected fixation strength, and the risk of non-healing obviously increases, due to the case that most patients are complicated with osteoporosis, and then complicated and comminuted fractures often occur, restoration is difficult and the dissection and reestablishment of joints cannot be ensured. In the past, researchers held the view that joint replacement can only be adopted as the remedial measure for obvious decrease of patients’ life quality [18, 19]. Nevertheless, more and more scholars thought that one-stage elbow joint replacement for the treatment of intercondylar fracture of distal humerus in elderly patients can lead to more satisfied prognosis and superior elbow activity [6-13, 20, 21]. The advantages of this method include that: (1) The complicated technical problems of anatomical reduction and strong fixation for articular comminuted fracture are passed; technical difficulty of the operation is reduced; technical operation is simplified; operation time is shortened, so that hemorrhage during operation is reduced, the occurrence of complications like postoperative infection is reduced, and then prognosis is improved. (2) Instant stability of joint is achieved to guarantee early functional rehabilitation. Conond-Morrey prosthesis has seven degrees of interior and exterior loosening range, which can guarantee the stability of prosthesis even in the case of deficient medial and lateral malleolus so that rehabilitation exercise of elbow can be started immediately after operation and that delayed functional training for elbow caused by unstable fracture or invalid fixation for internal fixation are avoided, making joint functional rehabilitation obviously improved. (3) The complications caused by non-healing and joint cartilage injury after internal fixation operation, such as pain and severe traumatic arthritis, as well as the corresponding treatments (including second operation) are avoided, thus sorrow and economical burden can be reduced for patients.

The view above has been generally acknowledged overseas. There still exists dispute over it in China, though it tends to be admitted [6, 22]. Baoguo Jiang et al. [6] believed that the indications of operation for one-staged elbow joint replacement include (1) Severe osteoporosis; (2) Severe comminuted fracture happens while the internal fixation fails to offer stable fixation; (3) Articular surface is badly damaged; (4) It is expected that the happening of traumatic arthritis is unavoidable. Basically, one or more of the above-mentioned points happen in elderly patients with fracture of type C. Several literatures on comparison of treatment outcome in the treatment of intercondylar fracture by steel plate and prosthesis came to arrive at the same conclusions - prosthesis possesses the advantages of shorter operation time, lower infection rate, superior curative effect, etc. [22-24]. Infection, poorer coverage of soft tissues and insufficient bending elbow myodynamia are the absolute contraindications, while primary degenerative osteoarthritis, higher requirements for elbow function and existence

of hand dysfunction are relative contraindications, which must be strictly mastered by clinical physicians.

The most widely used prostheses so far are semi-restricted Coonrad-Morrey ones, the superiority of which lies in that the looseness of coronal plane has made its movement curve within the tolerated limit; it has duplicated kinesiology and biomechanical characteristics of normal elbow; it has reduced the stress between bone and cement interface and the wearing of joint; it can still guarantee the stability of joint on the condition that sclerotic is deficient or potential injury existing in ligament [14, 25].

At present, Kamineni and Morrey [26] have held the associated study with the largest sample size and the longest follow-up. From 1982 to 2001, they had investigated forty-three patients with distal humerus fracture who had received total elbow replacement; the duration of follow-up had lasted for seven years. The average of MEPS score was 93 (75-100), and “excellent” accounted for 93%; the average of flexion and extension degree of elbow joint was 131 degrees; euphotic zone emerged in nine prostheses, but of which six always kept stable.

In the report, the occurrence of postoperative complications was higher; eleven patients experienced infection, and three loosened prostheses and three periprosthetic fracture. In this group, the function of elbow was relatively lower than that reported above, the cause of which may be that, professional and systematic rehabilitation training can effectively extend the activity range of elbow joint, especially can obviously improve the extending function [27] compared with training by oneself. In this study, four patients refused rehabilitation due to personal reason, leading to poorer satisfaction to the curative effects. The occurrence of complications in this study, however, compared to that reported by Kamineni and Morrey, was relatively decreased. Thus, it is considered to be associated with the improvements in operation techniques and performances of prosthesis.

In this study, all the prostheses were stable after operation without loosening, obvious wearing or periprosthetic fracture. However, the sample size of this study was small and the duration of follow-up remained to be prolonged so as to gain the long-term conditions of prosthesis. Literature reported that, compared with fully restricted or non-restricted prosthesis, the occurrence of complications, like loosening, instability and fracture of prosthesis for Coonrad-Morrey semi-restricted prosthesis was decreased to a large extent. In this study, one patient who was complicated with diabetes suffered from wound infection after operation, and he went through a longer therapy (for six weeks), adhesive soft tissues at the back of elbow, partial cicatrization, and delayed joint activity. The curative effect was influenced seriously (MEPS score was 75). There were two ulnar neurological symptoms, of which one was considered to suffer from excessive pulling during operation and the other one showed horizontal heterotopic ossification in medial epicondyle of humerus by X-ray examination, which was considered to be caused by stimulating nerve due to hyper-osteogenic. One patient performed excessive exercise by oneself after operation, and he told that he felt sudden pain in the muscle at the back of his elbow; even though the pain disappeared through braking, the myodynamia of musculus triceps brachii was examined as level IV. It was considered as muscle laceration.

Summing up the experience through the treatment, the following key points should be noticed: (1) Inquire disease history carefully before operation and perform physical and imaging examinations; confirm whether there is contraindications for operation or disease history which may influence the effect after operation; strictly control the indications for operation. (2) On osteotomy during operation, the template should be tightly attained to outside of the caput humeral and the rear of distal humerus, to guarantee that the depth of osteotomy and rotating alignment are accurate. (3) Fully clean the broken bone blocks and bone residues after osteotomy, especially the lining range of interior ulnar nerve, to avoid damaging and stimulating nerve. (4) Fully press the anterior grafted bone of prosthesis at the side of humerus. (5) Antibacterial and absorbable suture is recommended for layer-by-layer strict suture and subcutaneous continuous suture is adopted for skin, since the old people are with poor skin union ability, and accurate folding is difficult as a result of loose skin, and that the soft tissues suffer from injuries with severity of different level due to fracture. (6)
Perform rehabilitation training for postoperative system.

In conclusion, total elbow joint replacement can offer superior effects in the treatment of distal humerus fracture of type C in elderly patients. Meanwhile, it can be easily operated, take less operation time and have less complications. Since the sample size of this study is small and the duration of follow-up remains to be prolonged, the long-term efficacy needs to be observed further.
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